At Beacon, we value the importance of building a strong and mutually successful partnership by customizing our VMI Support Program to meet all your requirements. We remove steps from your procurement process by establishing a long term pricing agreement and inventory management strategy plan with in-house quality experts and advanced quality procedures that will increase your bottom-line.

Our in-house performance testing lab goes beyond typical industry inspection practices. Each lot is tested based on four critical ASME specifications to ensure parts will perform as designed before they leave our warehouse. We will work with you to support your inventory management goals by developing a customer specific plan for the parts you assign to us. You can rely on us to maintain the right inventory levels based on your demand and usage rates and be confident that your parts will be in stock and ready to ship!

- Reduce your TCO by simplifying your supply chain and streamlining your procurement process
- Lower your cost of carrying inventory while maintaining proper inventory levels without sacrificing product availability
- Increase productivity and reduce labor cost by eliminating the need to inspect parts that have been tested and approved in our multi-level quality validation process
- A long lasting supply chain partner that delivers a strategic approach to managing your program parts

Call your Beacon representative today to learn more!